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Abstract Unveiling the dense correspondence under

the haze layer remains a challenging task, since the scat-

tering effects result in less distinctive image features.

Contrarily, dehazing is often confused by the airlight-

albedo ambiguity which cannot be resolved indepen-

dently at each pixel. In this paper, we introduce a deep

convolutional neural network (CNN) that simultane-

ously estimates a disparity and clear image from a hazy

stereo image pair. Both tasks are synergistically formu-

lated by fusing depth information from the matching

cost and haze transmission. To learn the optimal fusion

of depth-related features, we present a novel encoder-

decoder architecture that extends the core idea of at-

tention mechanism to the simultaneous stereo match-

ing and dehazing. As a result, our method estimates

high-quality disparity for the stereo images in scatter-
ing media, and produces appearance images with en-

hanced visibility. Finally, we further propose an effec-
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tive strategy for adapting real RGB images by distilling

the cross-domain knowledge. Experiments on both syn-

thetic and real-world datasets including comparisons

with state-of-the-art methods demonstrate the effec-

tiveness and flexibility of our approach.

Keywords Stereo matching · Dehazing · CNN ·
Multi-task learning · Knowledge distillation · Stereo

confidence · Adverse weather condition

1 Introduction

Dense depth information is indispensable to computer

vision applications, including 3D reconstruction (Shinha

and Pollefeys, 2005), object recognition (Gupta et al.,

2014), intrinsic image decomposition (Chen and Koltun,
2013), and autonomous driving for vehicles (Geiger et al.,

2012; Menze and Geiger, 2015). Although active 3D

scanners such as LiDAR and structured light can be

used for direct depth acquisition, sensing depth from

stereo camera is regarded as a more cost effective so-

lution (Luo et al., 2016). Specifically, given rectified

left and right image pair, for a pixel x = (x, y) in

left image, its correspondence may be found at location

x̃= (x − d, y) in the right, where d is often referred to

as disparity. Since depth is inversely proportional to d

with camera calibration parameters, a stereo matching

method is instead targeted for acquiring dense dispar-

ity (Scharstein and Szeliski, 2002). Stereo matching has

been traditionally cast as an energy minimization prob-

lem with several stages of optimization (Mozerov and

Weijer, 2015; Scharstein and Szeliski, 2002). Nonethe-

less, it is difficult to select the correct disparity at ill-

posed regions, i.e., occluded and texture-less regions.

The correspondence cannot be decided for a pixel ap-

pearing in one image but occluded in the other. While
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for texture-less regions, many possible correspondences

can exist leading to systematic errors in disparity esti-

mation. Taking advantages of a large-scale dataset and

more efficient computing hardware, recent methods for-

mulate stereo matching as a supervised learning task

(Mayer and Brox, 2016). Stereo matching with convolu-

tional neural networks (CNNs) achieves significant gain

compared to traditional approaches in terms of both

accuracy and speed (Mayer and Brox, 2016; Luo et al.,

2016; Zbontar and Lecun, 2016; Pang et al., 2017).

However, current stereo matching methods based on

CNNs (Mayer and Brox, 2016; Luo et al., 2016; Zbon-

tar and Lecun, 2016; Pang et al., 2017) only consider

the stereo images captured in clear weather. In outdoor

scenes, we are often faced with opaque objects covering

over more distant regions of an image. The presence of

tiny aerosols such as dust, mist or fumes in the atmo-

sphere causes scattering of light, which travels from ob-

jects to a camera. This physical phenomenon is known

as haze or fog, and makes the appearance to be attenu-

ated along its path (Koschmieder, 1925). Such bad at-

mospheric conditions present a significant difficulty in

disparity estimation as shown in Fig. 1. The resulting

disparity is highly degraded by the scattering medium,

especially for far and thin objects (see faraway cars, thin

pillar, and tree). One reason for this is that hazy im-

ages are associated with decreased visibility that causes

image features to be less distinctive and confuses the

matching cost computation. In the best case, the exist-

ing stereo matching methods without a consideration

of such degradation are correct only up to a critical

distance as the visibility is an exponentially decreasing

function of depth (Koschmieder, 1925). A naive solu-

tion includes to apply dehazing and stereo matching

algorithms sequentially, or to fine-tune the CNNs with

hazy images. We will present some examples indicat-

ing that such methods are marginally helpful for stereo

matching in scattering media.

Previous dehazing methods are mainly designed to

restore a single image, which is an under-constrained

problem, i.e., there exists a large number of valid solu-

tions. This holds for every pixel and cannot be resolved

independently at each pixel given a single image (Kopf

et al., 2008). To address this problem, several meth-

ods employ heuristic priors including piecewise constant

albedo (Kopf et al., 2008), dark channel prior (He et al.,

2013), and maximum local contrast (Tan, 2008) to esti-

mate transmission maps. Numerous deep CNN models

are also developed for single image dehazing (Ren et al.,

2016; Cai et al., 2016; Li et al., 2017), and achieve im-

pressive performance. However, all these methods can

be fooled in regions where the colors of objects are in-

herently similar to those of atmospheric light (airlight).

Fig. 1 (From left to right) Clear left of the stereo pair, hazy
left, disparity maps obtained from clear and hazy stereo pairs.
We use the stereo matching network described in Section 4.1
trained with clear stereo pairs.

While haze poses a challenge for stereo matching,

it may provide additional depth information in distant

objects with the gray level, i.e., thicker haze is asso-

ciated with larger distance (Caraffa and Tarel, 2012).

The depth cue from a haze transmission is particu-

larly interesting since it is compensatory to the stereo

depth (Caraffa and Tarel, 2012). The former provides

an accurate depth ordering for remote objects, and the

latter is more reliable for nearby objects (Caraffa and

Tarel, 2012; Hartley and Zisserman, 2004). Thus, stereo

matching and dehazing can reinforce each other by tak-

ing advantage of both depth information.

In this paper, we propose the first data-driven ap-

proach for jointly handling the tasks of stereo match-

ing and dehazing. To this end, we devise a multi-task

CNN that combines the depth cues from stereo cost-

volume and single image haze transmission to simul-

taneously predict disparity and clear appearance im-

age from a hazy stereo image pair. The key insight is

that the depth cues from stereo cost-volume and sin-

gle image haze transmission are complementary to each

other. Building on top of two-stream CNNs, we propose

an attentional feature fusion network that fully exploits

the complementary characteristics of both tasks. We ex-

tend the attention mechanism, originally developed for

visual attribute prediction, to extract and fuse inter-

mediate depth-related features through the CNN. Our

framework enables the underlying model to predict dis-

parity and dehazed images with high consistency and

corresponding accuracy. We quantitatively evaluate the

proposed method on synthetic datasets and provide an

extensive ablation study. Finally, we also introduce a

self-supervised adaptation approach for fine-tuning the

proposed method on KITTI 2015 (Menze and Geiger,

2015) and Cityscapes (Cordts et al., 2016) datasets.

The main contributions of this paper can be sum-

marized as follows:

– To the best of our knowledge, our proposed method

is the first deep CNN-based method that is jointly

learned to boost the performances of stereo match-

ing and dehazing.
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– We propose a novel encoder-decoder architecture

that extends the core idea of attention mechanism

to the simultaneous stereo matching and dehazing.

– We provide intensive comparison and ablation stud-

ies to demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach

in several outdoor datasets, including KITTI 2015

(Menze and Geiger, 2015), and Cityscapes (Cordts

et al., 2016).

This work extends its preliminary version (Song et al.,

2018). This version newly adds: (1) an improved net-

work architecture including elaborate fusion methods

based on the attention mechanism; (2) a self-supervised

adaptation method by distilling the cross-domain knowl-

edge; and (3) extensive experimental evaluation and

comparison with several state-of-the-art methods.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section

2 describes the relevant works. Section 3 is devoted to

provide some background and motivation. We present

the proposed method as well as training details in Sec-

tion 4. Experimental comparisons are then provided in

Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.

2 Related Work

2.1 Stereo matching

There is a large body of literature on stereo match-

ing. Among various methodologies, we review a few of

them with emphasis placed on recent methods using

CNNs. In early stage, CNN is used to measure the sim-

ilarity between patches from each stereo image. Han

et al. (2015) introduced a Siamese network which ex-

tracts features from a pair of patches followed by sim-

ilarity measure. Similarly, Zbontar and Lecun (2016)

presented a series of CNN architectures called MCCNN

for pairwise matching, and applied these in disparity es-

timation. Luo et al. (2016) proposed to learn a probabil-

ity distribution over all disparity values. They replaced

the concatenation and subsequent processing layers by

a single product layer, measuring matching costs in

less than a second. The learned similarity metrics (Han

et al., 2015; Zbontar and Lecun, 2016; Luo et al., 2016)

outperform the traditional hand-crafted ones, such as

sum of absolute difference and normalized cross corre-

lation. However, a number of post-processing steps are

still required to produce compelling results.

More recent works try to learn stereo matching in

end-to-end fashion by carefully designing and supervis-

ing the CNNs. Mayer and Brox (2016) proposed the

DispNet, where the network is trained end-to-end us-

ing synthetically generated stereo pairs and the corre-

sponding disparity maps. To mimic the matching pro-

cess, they introduced a correlation layer that performs

multiplicative patch comparisons between two feature

maps. Pang et al. (2017) combined the DispNet and cas-

cade residual learning to produce disparities with more

details. Kendall et al. (2017) devised the GC-NET using

3D convolution and proposed differentiable soft-argmin

operation, which allows the network to be trained end-

to-end with sub-pixel accuracy. Yu et al. (2018) real-

ized the color-guided cost aggregation using CNNs, and

collaborated with the deep cost computation. They re-

formulated the conventional cost aggregation with two

sub-architectures to generate potential aggregation pro-

posals and select the best one. All these methods, how-

ever, are designed for images captured in clear scenes.

Bad weather conditions including haze reduce the qual-

ity of stereo pairs, and introduce artifacts in disparity

estimation. Note that any stereo matching networks can

be seamlessly integrated into our unified framework for

simultaneous stereo matching and dehazing.

2.2 Dehazing

Image dehazing is an ill-posed problem since there are

more unknowns (transmission map and global airlight)

than observations. In the literature, many different meth-

ods have been proposed to tackle this problem, which

can be roughly divided into two categories: traditional

prior-based methods and modern learning-based meth-

ods. The first group has made several heuristic assump-

tions on natural images to estimate a haze transmission

map or clear image. Tan (2008) formulated the image

dehazing as Markov random fields (MRF), and enhance

the visibility by maximizing the contrast. It is expected

that the local contrast of a clear image is always higher

than that of a hazy image. Fattal (2008) assumed that

a hazy scene can be divided into regions of constant

albedo, and inferred the transmission using such as-

sumption. The dark channel prior (He et al., 2011) im-

poses that patches of haze-free natural images contain

very low intensity in at least one color channel. The

color-line prior (Fattal, 2014) relied on the regularity of

natural images, where small patches typically exhibit

one-dimensional distribution in RGB color space.

Modern learning-based methods leverage the large-

scale datasets to solve dehazing problem. Tang et al.

(2014) merged a variety of haze-relevant features with

random forest regressor to estimate the transmission.

Zhu et al. (2015) devised a color attenuation prior,

and learned the relationship between the hazy image

and its corresponding depth using a linear model. How-

ever, these methods are still based on hand-crafted fea-

tures. More recent methods adopt CNNs to extract

haze-relevant features from a single image. Ren et al.
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(2016) suggested a multi-scale CNN to estimate trans-

mission maps from hazy images directly. Cai et al. (2016)

proposed a novel BReLU activation function with an

end-to-end CNN model to estimate the transmission. Li

et al. (2017) rearranged the components in the hazy im-

age formation model to encode transmission and airlight

into a single variable. Zhang et al. (2017) proposed

a multi-step method that includes transmission map

estimation using generative adversarial networks, fea-

ture extraction, and image dehazing. Zhang and Patel

(2018) devised a densely connected architecture, and

employed multi-level pyramid pooling for estimating

edge-preserving transmission maps.

The major problem of single-image dehazing is the

ambiguity between airlight and albedo, i.e., haze den-

sities are often overestimated for objects with unsatu-

rated colors. In our framework, depth cues from stereo

cost-volume greatly reduce the airlight-albedo ambigu-

ity in dehazing, as will be confirmed by our experi-

ments.

2.3 Joint stereo matching and dehazing

The aforementioned methods treat stereo matching and

dehazing as independent tasks, ignoring their comple-

mentary relationship regarding the scene depth. In the

literature, only a few works have been devoted to solve

stereo matching with hazy images. The most related

work to ours is that of Caraffa and Tarel (2012). They

proposed an MRF model of the stereo matching and de-

hazing, which can be optimized iteratively with the α-

expansion. Roser et al. (2014) iterated the dense stereo

matching and estimation of clear images according to

the scattering equation. The matting Laplacian filter

was used to enhance the overall quality of disparity.

Li et al. (2015) improved the data consistency term

in multi-view stereo by explicitly modeling the appear-

ance change due to the scattering effects. They further

enforced the ordering consistency between scene depth

and hazy transmission at neighboring pixels.

Those methods (Caraffa and Tarel, 2012; Roser et al.,

2014; Li et al., 2015) are conceptually similar to ours,

but suffer from two main drawbacks. First, all the meth-

ods are inherently iterative, and rely on global opti-

mization techniques such as multi-label graph cut (Boykov

et al., 2001), leading to a huge computational overhead.

Second, hand-crafted sub-optimal features are used to

measure the matching cost for stereo reconstruction. In

contrast, our method estimates disparity and clear im-

age through a single forward pass, reducing the compu-

tational cost. Furthermore, taking advantage of large

datasets, our model directly fuses the learned depth

Fig. 2 Stereo matching and dehazing in scattering media.
(a) Formation of a hazy stereo image pair under scattering
media. (b) Captured hazy stereo image pair and estimations
for the dehazing and stereo matching. Both tasks estimate
depth-relevant outputs. (c) Stereo correspondence and single
image transmission have depth cues that can compensate each
other (see text for details).

cues from stereo matching and dehazing and produces

stronger results.

3 Background and Motivation

We illustrate the background and motivation to our

proposed method in Fig. 2. We consider a scenario where

a scene with depth Z is captured by a pair of left and

right cameras. It is assumed that the light is perturbed
by atmospheric scattering during its path and results in

hazy stereo image pair (Fig. 2(a)). We denote left and

right images of a hazy stereo image pair by {IL, IR},
with the corresponding disparity map D, aligned to

the left image. The images without such perturbation

are denoted by {JL,JR}. Our goal is to perform stereo

matching and dehazing from the hazy stereo images and

estimate {D,JL}.
The effect of haze can be mathematically modeled

as follows (Koschmieder, 1925):

I(x) = J(x)T(x) +A(1−T(x)), (1)

where A is the global airlight and T is the medium

transmission, determining the portion of the scattered

light and the scene radiance, or the clear image. With a

homogeneous atmosphere assumption, the transmission

can be expressed as an exponentially decaying function

with respect to the depth Z:

T(x) = e−βZ(x), (2)
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Fig. 3 Our proposed network architecture for joint stereo matching and dehazing. (a) stereo matching encoder. (b) transmission
encoder. (c) feature fusion module to fuse stereo and transmission features. (d) common encoder-decoder for stereo matching
and transmission estimation. (e) stereo decoder to estimate disparity. (f) transmission decoder, and (g) airlight network.

where β is the scattering coefficient associated with the

density of media. The clear image J can then be ob-

tained in the inverse way from (1):

J(x) =
I(x)−A(1−T(x))

max(ε,T(x))
, (3)

where ε is a small constant for the numerical stability.

As a result, the task of dehazing can be divided into two

tasks: estimations of the transmission map T and the

airlight A. Here, we address that stereo matching and

dehazing processes predict two different depth-relevant

outputs: disparity and transmission (Fig. 2(b)).

As previously addressed, stereo matching methods

in scattering media and single image dehazing meth-

ods have difficulties when they are independently con-

sidered. Nonetheless, stereo matching and dehazing can

compensate each other with their complementary depth

cues (Fig. 2(c)). In a hazy scene, objects with larger

distance appear with brighter color due to scattered

light and the depth ordering can be determined from

the gray level of the pixels. This depth ordering can

be additional depth cue for the stereo matching. On

the other hand, stereo matching can extract reliable

depth cues for close objects from preserved image fea-

tures with thinner haze. Providing the stereo depth cue

to the dehazing process can greatly reduce the airlight-

albedo ambiguity. Consequently, different depth cues

from stereo matching and haze transmission can be

incorporated into each other and improve the perfor-

mance of both tasks.

4 Proposed Method

Our model is an end-to-end deep learning framework

that takes {IL, IR} as inputs and produces JL and D,

aligned to IL. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the whole net-

work consists of two pathways for stereo matching and

dehazing. Each of these two networks is implemented

with a stack of encoder-decoder units. In the following,

we first introduce the baseline networks for each task,

and then present our joint architecture in detail. In the

joint architecture, the intermediate depth-relevant fea-

tures are fused by a learned attention mechanism to

produce the bottleneck feature. We also propose an ef-

ficient self-supervised approach for the adaptation of

our method to real images. Off-the-shelf stereo algo-

rithm and confidence measurement are used as proxies

for supervising our joint architecture.

4.1 Stereo matching network

4.1.1 Architecture

The baseline stereo matching network takes {IL, IR}
as inputs. The images are separately processed up to

the second convolutional block with shared weights for

the feature extraction. Following the success of Dosovit-

skiy et al. (2015), we encode the matching cost-volume

with a 1-D correlation layer. The cost-volume is fed

into the following encoder-decoder architecture to di-

rectly regress the disparity map. The features at the

encoder have skip connections (Long et al., 2015) with

the decoder features with corresponding resolution to

compensate the loss of information during the multiple

strided convolution operations. During its expanding

part, the stereo matching network outputs intermedi-

ate disparity estimations at six smaller scales, followed

by the estimation in full resolution at the end.

4.1.2 Loss function

The stereo matching network outputs disparity predic-

tions in seven different scales, doubles in spatial resolu-

tion at each subsequent scale during its decoder part.
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Table 1 Our T- and A-network architectures for dehazing. ‘Channels’ is the number of input and output channels. ‘In’ or
‘Out’ is the downsampling factor relative to the input image. ‘{·,·}’ denotes the concatenation operator.

T-network (Encoder)

Layer Kernel Channels In Out Input

cnv t1a 7× 7 3/32 1 2 IL
cnv t1b 7× 7 32/32 2 2 cnv t1a
cnv t2a 5× 5 32/64 2 4 cnv t1b
cnv t2b 5× 5 64/64 4 4 cnv t2a
cnv t3a 3× 3 64/128 4 8 cnv t2b
cnv t3b 3× 3 128/128 8 8 cnv t3a
cnv t4a 3× 3 128/256 8 16 cnv t3b
cnv t4b 3× 3 256/256 16 16 cnv t4a
cnv t5a 3× 3 256/512 16 32 cnv t4b
cnv t5b 3× 3 512/512 32 32 cnv t5a
cnv t6a 3× 3 512/1024 32 64 cnv t5b
cnv t6b 3× 3 512/1024 64 64 cnv t6a

T-network (Decoder)

Layer Kernel Channels In Out Input

upcnv t5 4× 4 1024/512 64 32 cnv t6b
iconv t5 3× 3 1024/512 32 32 {upcnv t5, cnv t5b}
upcnv t4 4× 4 512/256 32 16 iconv t5
iconv t4 3× 3 512/256 16 16 {upcnv t4, cnv t4b}
upcnv t3 4× 4 256/128 16 8 iconv t4
iconv t3 3× 3 256/128 8 8 {upcnv t3, cnv t3b}
upcnv t2 4× 4 128/64 8 4 iconv t3
iconv t2 3× 3 128/64 4 4 {upcnv t2, cnv t2b}
upcnv t1 4× 4 64/32 4 2 iconv t2
iconv t1 3× 3 64/32 2 2 {upcnv t1, cnv t1b}
upcnv t0 4× 4 32/32 2 1 iconv t1

T̂ 3× 3 32/1 1 1 upcnv t0

A-Network

Layer Kernel Channels Input

cnv A1 7× 7 3 / 64 IL
cnv A2 5× 5 64 / 48 cnv A1
cnv A3 3× 3 48 / 32 cnv A2
cnv A4 3× 3 32 / 16 cnv A3

Â 3× 3 16 / 1 cnv A4

To train the stereo matching network, we follow typi-

cal supervised learning paradigm and compute L1 loss

between the estimation and the ground-truth disparity

in multiple scales:

LS =
∑
s

ωs
∑
x

|D̂s(x)−Dgt,s(x)|, (4)

where D̂s, Dgt,s and ωs are the estimation, ground-

truth disparity and loss weight at scale s. We start

training the network by assigning the weight 1 to the

lowest scale loss and 0 to the losses for all other scales.

During the training procedure, we gradually reduce weights

for losses of smaller scales and increase weights for higher

resolution losses. The multi-scale loss scheduling en-

ables the network to learn a coarse estimation and then

proceed with finer resolutions.

4.2 Dehazing network

4.2.1 Architecture

The dehazing network takes hazy left image IL as input

and estimates the transmission map T and airlight A,

followed by clear image estimation using (3). It consists

of two modules: T-network and A-network for the es-

timation of transmission and airlight, respectively. The

detailed architecture of our dehazing network is pre-

sented in Table 1. The T-network is the critical compo-

nent of the dehazing network, being responsible for ex-

tracting depth-relevant information with respect to the

haze density. We thus adopt an encoder-decoder archi-

tecture, ensuring high capacity. The encoder extracts

a variety of multi-scale haze-relevant features, and the

decoder estimates scene transmission maps from these

representations. We use skip-connections (Long et al.,

2015) between the encoder and decoder blocks. The T-

network outputs transmission estimations at seven dif-

ferent scales.

The A-network has five convolutional layers with

7×7, 5×5, and 3×3 kernels. We take the stride of 2 for

each convolution operation to ensure that the network

has a large receptive field and captures the global con-

text for the airlight estimation. Finally, the estimation

is applied with the global average pooling (Lin et al.,

2013) to be a scalar, as in (1). We design the A-network

to have a compact parameterization since the manifold

of A is topologically much simpler than that of T. For

both networks, we use the leaky rectified linear unit,

max(0.2x, x) (LReLU) as the pointwise nonlinearity, ex-

cept for the layers that output the estimations, which

have tanh activation function. After T̂ and Â are esti-

mated by our dehazing network, we solve (3) to obtain

the clear appearance Ĵ.

4.2.2 Loss function

We define the loss functions for the dehazing network

as follows. As in the stereo matching network, we adopt

the multi-scale L1 losses for the T-network.

LT =
∑
s

ωs
∑
x

|T̂s(x)−Tgt,s(x)|, (5)

where T̂s and Tgt,s denote the estimation and ground-

truth transmission map in scale s, with the loss weight

ωs. We also adopt weight scheduling scheme for LT. We

also use the L1 loss between the estimation Â and the

ground-truth Agt for the A-network:

LA = |Â−Agt|. (6)

In addition to the transmission and airlight losses, we

suggest the hazy image model loss:

Lmodel =
∑
x
|I(x)− (J(x)T̂(x) + Â(1− T̂(x)))|. (7)

The derivation is straightforward. We reconstruct the

hazy image using the ground-truth clear image Jgt and

the estimations {T̂, Â} with the hazy image model (1).

Then, we measure the sum of absolute error between the

reconstruction and input hazy image. It helps to back-

propagate errors to each sub-network concurrently and
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Fig. 4 Two attentional feature fusion methods to fuse stereo and transmission features. (a) Channel/spatial attention sequen-
tially applies channel- and spatial-wise weights on each feature independently. Then two weighted features are summed. (b)
Gated fusion generates a weight map with respect to both features and input image. The weight is multiplied to the stereo
feature and summed with the transmission feature.

assign correlation between the components in the hazy

image model. The total loss for the dehazing network

is as follows:

LD = LT + LA + λLmodel, (8)

with λ > 0 is a balancing parameter. We will demon-

strate that the hazy image model loss Lmodel results in

improved results.

4.3 Simultaneous stereo matching and dehazing

4.3.1 Architecture

We now explain our joint architecture for simultane-

ous stereo matching and dehazing illustrated in Fig. 3.

The left and right hazy images are fed into the stereo

matching encoder (Fig. 3(a)) and the transmission en-

coder (Fig. 3(b)). Then the intermediate features are

fused by the feature fusion module (Fig. 3(c)). The

fused features are followed by common encoder-decoder

architecture that further extracts and refines the depth-

relevant features for the stereo matching and transmis-

sion estimation (Fig 3(d)). The latter features are then

separately processed with task-specific layers for each

task (Fig. 3(e) and (f)). The decoder blocks have sym-

metric skip connections from the encoder. The joint

network estimates the disparity and transmission at

four different scales at each task-specific decoder. Note

that we directly fuse the depth cues from the learned

cost-volume and haze-relevant features to achieve bet-

ter reconstruction of disparity and transmission. This

is a noticeable difference from the previous approaches

(Caraffa and Tarel, 2012; Li et al., 2015) that are based

on the iterative use of multi-label graph cuts (Boykov

et al., 2001) or loopy belief propagation (Felzenszwalb

and Huttenlocher, 2006). The A-network estimates the

airlight (Fig. 3(g)), and interacts with the T-network

through the model loss Lmodel.

The fusion strategy is a key modification from our

previous architecture (Song et al., 2018), which fuses

the features at the end of each encoder by concate-

nation. The features at the end of encoders have less

spatial information due to multiple strided convolution

operations. Furthermore, feature fusion by simple con-

catenation leaves the subsequent layers to determine

the significance of each feature, making the training

procedure ineffective. In contrast, the modified archi-

tecture fuses earlier features with more preserved spa-

tial details. In addition, we consider more elaborate fu-

sion methods that can effectively integrate the stereo

and dehazing features.

4.3.2 Attentional feature fusion

Our intension to the proposed method is to combine

the depth-relevant features so that the joint network

can fully exploit the complementary nature of stereo

matching and dehazing. To this end, we consider elab-

orate fusion methods for the effective integration of the

features. We adopt the attention mechanism (Seo et al.,

2016) which enables the network to focus on the im-

portant features, so that more adaptive and efficient

training is possible. Specifically, we consider the chan-

nel/spatial attention fusion and the gated fusion. In the

following, we denote the stereo, transmission and fused

features by FS ,FT and G ∈ RC×W×H , respectively.

Channel/spatial attention fusion. We exploit both

inter-channel and inter-spatial relationships with the

channel/spatial attention module (Fig. 4(a)).

G = fS · (gS · FS) + fT · (gT · FT ). (9)

First, max and average pooling is applied to the spatial

and channel dimension of the input features to form

1D and 2D squeezed features. The 1D features (max-

and average-pooled) are processed with a shared MLP,
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Fig. 5 The framework for the adaptation to real-world datasets and sample images for the reference disparity and the con-
fidence. (a) Original clear stereo images. (b) Reference disparity estimation by a teacher network. (c) Confidence estimation
network. (d) Haze simulation by the hazy image model equation (1), for both left and right images. The transmission is
calculated from the reference disparity using (2). (e) The proposed network is fed with the simulated hazy images and the
confidence guided stereo matching loss is used for the disparity estimation. (f) Sample reference disparity, and (g) the corre-
sponding confidence measure.

summed and applied with a sigmoid layer to generate

the channel attention map g ∈ RC×1×1. To construct

the spatial attention map f ∈ R1×W×H , two squeezed

2D features are concatenated and applied with a con-

volutional layer and sigmoid layer. Each channel and

spatial attention map is copied (broadcasted) along the

spatial and channel dimension and multiplied sequen-

tially to its originating feature to refine it. This refine-

ment process is conducted on each stereo and transmis-

sion feature separately. Finally, the refined features are

summed to construct the fused feature.

Gated fusion. The gated fusion enables the features

to be fused contextually and adaptively, taking all the

stereo, transmission features and input image into con-

sideration (Fig. 4(b)).

G = G(FS ,FT , IL) · FS + FT . (10)

The gate module consists of a concatenation layer and

two convolutional layers. First, the input features and

left hazy image are concatenated: {FS ,FT , IL}. Then,

the concatenation is applied with two convolutional lay-

ers with kernel size of 3 × 3 and 1 × 1 to generate the

element-wise weight map G ∈ RC×W×H . Finally, we

obtain the fusion output (G) by multiplying the weight

map (G(·)) with the stereo feature (FS) and adding the

transmission feature (FT ).

4.3.3 Loss function

The overall loss function for the joint architecture is the

summation of the stereo matching loss and dehazing

loss:

Ltotal = LS + LD. (11)

By minimizing the loss function with a unified solver,

our network is learned to estimate the disparity and

transmission map from the fused depth cues extracted

from each network. In addition, the hazy image model

loss Lmodel included in LD leads to a better reconstruc-

tion of the dehazed image.

4.4 Domain adaptation by knowledge distillation

The proposed network can be effectively trained by tak-

ing advantage of synthetic datasets with dense and ac-

curate ground-truth disparity (see Section 4.5.2). How-

ever, directly utilizing the network trained with syn-

thetic dataset to real-world images results in poor per-

formance due to a large domain gap, addressing the ne-

cessity for the domain adaptation. While adaptation to

real-world images is essential for plausible results, dense

ground-truth disparity required for the haze synthe-

sis is absent for real-world stereo datasets (Menze and

Geiger, 2015; Cordts et al., 2016). To resolve this prob-

lem, we propose a self-supervised approach to adapt our

network to real-world domain by knowledge distillation

(Hinton et al., 2015). We use off-the-shelf stereo match-

ing algorithm (Pang et al., 2017) and confidence mea-

surement (Poggi and Mattoccia, 2016) as proxies for

the adaptation of our proposed network. The pipeline

for the adaptation approach is described in Fig. 5.

Given a clear stereo image pair {JL,JR} (Fig. 5(a)),

we first extract left and right disparity maps using a

proxy, or a teacher network (Pang et al., 2017) (Fig.

5(b)). We refer the estimation of teacher network as ref-

erence disparity, denoted as D̃. We calculate the trans-

mission from the reference disparity and synthesize the

hazy image using the equations (2) and (1) (Fig. 5(d)).
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More details for the haze synthesis is presented in Sec.

4.5.2. The reference disparity is also used as pseudo

ground-truth to supervise the stereo matching task.

However, directly supervising the network with the ref-

erence disparity can transfer the erroneous assignments

to the target network, along with the correct estima-

tions.

To tackle this issue, we additionally adopt the con-

fidence measure (Hu and Mordohai, 2012; Poggi and

Mattoccia, 2016; Kim et al., 2017). The confidence mea-

sure C(x) ∈ [0, 1] encodes the degree of uncertainty of

the disparity estimation at x. We use the confidence

measure to filter out wrong assignments so that only

reliable estimation of the reference disparity is trans-

ferred to our proposed network. To this end, we obtain

the confidence for the reference disparity with a CNN-

based method (Poggi and Mattoccia, 2016) (Fig. 5(c))

then define the confidence-guided stereo matching loss

as:

LS,C =
1

NMC

∑
x

MC(x)|D̂(x)− D̃(x)|, (12)

where MC(x) is a pixel-wise binary mask for the con-

fidence C(x) clipped by a threshold τC, and NMC
is

number of positive pixels in MC.

MC(x) =

{
1, if C(x) ≥ τC
0, if C(x) < τC

. (13)

A hyper-parameter τC ∈ [0, 1] controls the density and

reliability of the reference disparity. Higher value of τC
will result in fewer pixels to contribute to the loss, and

less chance of transferring the erroneous estimations.

The confidence guided loss (12) is the average L1 dis-
tance between the reference disparity and estimation,

calculated only at the locations where the reference dis-

parity D̃(x) is reliable. As a result, the distilled knowl-

edge from the teacher stereo matching network is effec-

tively transferred to our proposed network.

4.5 Training

4.5.1 Datasets

We use publicly available stereo datasets for the train-

ing and testing the proposed network. Three synthetic

and two real-world datasets are used.

FlyingThings3D (FT3D) (Mayer and Brox, 2016) is

a large scale dataset with synthetically generated stereo

image pairs of more than 22k for training and 4k for

testing. It consists of clear stereo images and disparity

maps for both left and right images. Before using it for

our experiments, we refine the dataset by a screening

process presented in (Pang et al., 2017). This process

results in 22,186 and 4,338 pairs for training and test-

ing, respectively. We use the resolution 768 × 384 for

training and 960× 576 for testing.

Driving (Mayer and Brox, 2016) is a dataset with

4,400 pairs of synthetically generated street scene from

viewpoint of a driving car. It consists of different ver-

sions of same sequence with respect to field-of-view

and frame rate. We choose 1,600 non-overlapping pairs.

Since there is no official train/test split, similar to the

practice in Gidaris and Komodakis (2017), we divide it

into 1336 training and 264 testing splits. As in Mayer

and Brox (2016), we resize the images to 768× 384 for

training and 960× 576 for testing.

FRIDA3 (Caraffa and Tarel, 2012) is a small dataset

of foggy outdoor road scenes. It contains 66 syntheti-

cally generated clear-hazy pairs of stereo images, ground-

truth left depth map, and calibration parameters. We

calculate the disparity and the transmission map from

the depth map using the calibration parameters. We

split the dataset into 45 training and 21 testing pairs,

and resize the images to 640× 512 resolution.

KITTI 2015 (Menze and Geiger, 2015) is a real-

world dataset of street views from a vehicle, mainly

designed for the researches on autonomous driving. It

provides 200 training stereo pairs with sparse ground-

truth disparities obtained with LiDAR, and 200 evalu-

ation pairs without ground-truth. Similar to the work

in Pang et al. (2017), we divide its training set into

training and validation splits of 170 and 30 stereo pairs

respectively. We resize the images to 1280× 384 resolu-

tion for the training and testing.

Cityscapes (Cordts et al., 2016) dataset is a real-

world dataset for semantic scene understanding. It does

not have the ground-truth disparity but optionally pro-

vides right images to compose the stereo pairs. It con-

sists of official split of 2,975 training, 1,525 testing and

500 validation images. We crop the lower part of the

images which consistently include the hood of the vehi-

cle. Then the images are resized to 960×384 resolution

for both training and testing.

4.5.2 Training sample generation.

We require the set of input images and ground-truths

{IL, IR,Dgt,Tgt, Agt,JL} to train the proposed net-

work with the full loss function (11). To compose the

sets, we conduct following steps:

– For each left and right clear image J, the depth map

Z is first calculated from the disparity by Z(x) =

Bf/D(x), where B and f denote the baseline dis-

tance and camera focal length.
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– The scattering coefficient β is randomly chosen in a

specified interval range to generate the ground-truth

transmission map Tgt by (2).

– The airlight Agt is chosen randomly ∈ (0.7, 1.0) and

hazy image I is synthesized using (1).

Note that we use the ground-truth and reference dis-

parities for synthetic and real-world datasets, respec-

tively. We consider different interval range of β for dif-

ferent datasets due to varying depth distributions. For

the FRIDA3 dataset, we do not synthesize hazy images

and use the original hazy images, since the right-view

disparities maps are not provided.

4.5.3 Training and implementation details

At the training stage, we first pre-train the network

with the FT3D dataset, and then fine-tune it with the

target testing dataset. During the first stage, we set

initial learning rate to 10−4 for the first 400K itera-

tions and halve it every 50K iterations until the train-

ing is completed with 800K iterations in total. For the

fine-tuning, we fix the learning rate to 10−6 and train

the network for different number of iterations for each

dataset considering the size of dataset. For the Driving

dataset, we fine-tune the network for 200K iterations.

Since there are only 45 training pairs with unvarying

haze for the FRIDA3 dataset, we fine-tune the network

for only 1K iterations to avoid the over-fitting. For the

KITTI 2015 and Cityscapes datasets, we fine-tune the

network for 50K and 200K iterations, respectively.

We implement the proposed method on a PC with

3.4 GHz CPU, 24 GB memory, and Nvidia Titan X

GPU, using the tensorflow library (Abadi et al., 2015).

The proposed network is trained in an end-to-end man-
ner with back-propagation, using the Adam optimizer

(Kingma and Ba, 2015) with its default parameters:

β1 = 0.99 and β2 = 0.999. We train the proposed net-

work from the scratch, with the weights initialized with

the Xavier initialization (Glorot and Bengio, 2010). We

use small batch size of 2 due to limited GPU memory.

The balancing parameter λ for Lmodel is set to 0.2.

5 Experimental Results

In this section, we present experimental results to show

the effectiveness of the proposed method. First, we in-

troduce the metrics used for the quantitative evalua-

tions of the stereo matching and dehazing performances.

Then, we conduct extensive ablation studies. We also

compare the proposed method with the state-of-the-

art methods for (i) stereo matching without considering

haze; (ii) single image dehazing, and (iii) simultaneous

stereo matching and dehazing (stereo-dehazing).

5.1 Evaluation metrics

For the quantitative evaluations of stereo matching and

dehazing performances, we use the following metrics

throughout the paper.

Stereo Matching. We use 3PE and EPE measures to

evaluate the quality of the estimated disparity, whose

lower values indicating less error.

Three-pixel error (3PE) indicates the percentage of

pixels whose absolute error is larger than 3px and larger

than 5% of ground-truth disparity value. We further

divide the measure into “3PE-bg”, “3PE-fg” and “3PE-

all”, which mean 3PE in background, foreground and

all regions, respectively. In our experiments, the regions

with ground-truth disparity smaller than 15 are defined

as the background, and vice versa for the foreground.

Endpoint-error (EPE) is the average Euclidean dis-

tance between the estimated and the ground-truth dis-

parities.

Dehazing. For the evaluation of the dehazed image

and transmission, PSNR and SSIM measures between

the estimations and ground-truths are used, indicating

less error with their higher values.

Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) is defined as ra-

tio of maximum signal intensity and MSE (Mean Square

Error) between two images in log-scale.

Structural Similarity (SSIM) is a measurement that

indicates the similarity between two images. It is corre-

lated with the perception of the human visual system

and consists of three factors: correlation, luminance,

and contrast.

5.2 Ablation study

In this section, we perform ablation studies to demon-

strate how each component of our proposed method

contributes to the performance. We first compare the

performances of the joint network with those of the sep-

arate baseline networks for stereo matching and dehaz-

ing. The effect of the hazy image model loss (7) is also

evaluated. Then we compare the performances of the

joint networks with different fusion methods.

5.2.1 Simultaneous stereo matching and dehazing

We first compare the stereo matching and dehazing per-

formances of the joint network and the separate baseline

networks. In this experiment, we use the joint network

with the gated fusion. We also observe the effect of hazy

image model loss (7) on both tasks. The experiments

are conducted on the testing splits of the FT3D and

Driving datasets (Mayer and Brox, 2016).
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Table 2 Stereo matching results on the FT3D and Driving dataset. Joint network fuses the stereo and transmission features
by gated fusion.

Network Training Img. Testing Img.
FT3D Driving

3PE-fg 3PE-bg 3PE-all EPE 3PE-fg 3PE-bg 3PE-all EPE

Stereo matching
Clear

Clear 9.81 7.61 8.98 2.10 18.91 17.47 18.13 5.42
Hazy 14.23 28.27 18.03 4.29 26.52 45.04 36.53 14.37

Dehazed 11.33 14.50 12.26 2.72 22.40 32.28 26.77 8.29

Hazy Hazy 12.79 16.27 14.83 2.68 22.24 36.88 30.42 8.18

Joint
Hazy Hazy

11.16 7.98 10.46 2.31 20.95 22.74 21.28 6.46
Joint + Lmodel 10.38 7.73 9.71 2.23 20.26 21.41 21.03 6.32

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 6 Visual results of ablation study for stereo matching. (a) Input hazy left image and disparity estimations of (b) baseline
stereo matching network trained on clear image, (c) baseline network trained on clear image, applied on dehazed images, (d)
baseline network fine-tuned with hazy images, and (e) the proposed joint network with Lmodel.

Stereo matching. We compare the performance of the

proposed network with baseline stereo matching net-

work trained and tested with various configurations.

Quantitative results are given in Table 2. We use the

result of the baseline stereo matching network trained
and tested with clear images as the reference (first row

in Table 2, gray-shaded). It can be seen that the per-

formance of the stereo matching network trained with

clear images is significantly degraded when tested with

hazy images. We can observe that 3PE-bg is more greatly

increased than 3PE-fg, indicating that the stereo match-

ing performance is more degraded in distant regions

with thick haze. We also compare the results of the

naive solutions for stereo matching in the haze: (i) se-

quential dehazing and stereo matching; and (ii) fine-

tuning the network with hazy images. We use the base-

line dehazing network and stereo matching network for

the sequential dehazing and stereo matching. For the

fine-tuning, we additionally fine-tune the baseline stereo

matching network with hazy images for 200K iterations.

We observe that such methods marginally improve the

performance. The proposed joint network achieves the

best quantitative result. Adding Lmodel slightly improves

the performance of stereo matching.

Visual comparisons of stereo matching results are

shown in Fig 6. We observe that the haze results in

significant artifacts and degradation when the network

is trained with clear images, which shows large errors

at the object boundaries having depth changes. Also,

small structures are missing in distant regions due to

thick haze. The naive solutions partially improve the

performance, but still yield large errors and artifacts.

In contrast, with the depth cues from haze transmission

combined with stereo matching process, the joint net-

work produces accurate disparity at object boundaries

and distant objects.

Dehazing. We compare the dehazing results of the

baseline dehazing network and the joint network. The

effect of Lmodel is also analyzed. Quantitative results

for dehazing are given in Table 3. Combining the depth

cues from stereo has the most impact on dehazing per-

formance, and the hazy image model loss Lmodel results

in further improvement in terms of both dehazed image

and transmission map. Compared to the baseline net-

work, the proposed joint architecture achieves the gain

of about 2dB in average PSNR for the dehazed image,

and larger improvement for the transmission.

We present the visual comparisons of the dehazed

images and estimated transmission maps in Fig. 7. The
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Table 3 Dehazing results on the FT3D dataset

Network
Image, Ĵ Trans., T̂

PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM

Dehazing 21.04 0.926 24.82 0.918
Dehazing + Lmodel 21.78 0.935 26.03 0.935

Joint 23.28 0.948 28.38 0.955
Joint + Lmodel 23.64 0.950 30.07 0.974

Fig. 7 Visual results of ablation study for dehazing. (From
left to right) Hazy image, dehazed image from the baseline
dehazing network and the joint network (first and third rows),
ground-truth and estimated transmission from the baseline
dehazing network and the joint network (second and fourth
rows).

baseline network often mis-estimates the transmission

due to the airlight-albedo ambiguity, showing under-

estimated transmission (over estimated haze density)

for bright regions, and vice versa. In contrast, with

the depth information from stereo matching incorpo-

rated into the dehazing process, the joint architecture

estimates the transmission map aligning to the actual

depth ordering with sharper transitions at object bound-

aries. For the dehazed image, the baseline network over-

darkens images, or partially removes the haze. On the

other hand, the joint network results in more preserved

color, and more complete removal of the haze.

5.2.2 Attentional feature fusion

In this experiment, we demonstrate the effectiveness

of the attentional feature fusion techniques proposed

in Sec. 4.3.2. To this end, in addition to the atten-

tional fusion methods, we train the joint networks with

simpler fusion methods without the attention mecha-

nism. Consequently, we compare the stereo matching

and dehazing performances of the joint networks with

Table 4 Stereo matching and dehazing performance for dif-
ferent fusion methods on the FT3D dataset.

Method
Stereo Matching Dehazing, Ĵ(x) Dehazing, T̂(x)

3PE-all EPE PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM

Concatenation 10.37 2.53 22.67 0.948 28.27 0.963
Summation 10.05 2.50 22.97 0.949 28.31 0.965

Product 11.73 2.65 23.12 0.955 28.33 0.961
C/S attention 9.92 2.47 23.44 0.948 28.47 0.967
Gated fusion 9.71 2.23 23.64 0.950 30.07 0.974

feature fusion with: (i) Concatenation; (ii) Summation;

(iii) Product; (iv) Channel/spatial attention; and (v)

Gated fusion. The concatenation fusion concatenates

the features in the channel dimension. The summa-

tion and product fusion generates the fused features

by element-wise summation and multiplication, respec-

tively. All models are trained with the full loss (11) that

includes Lmodel. We train and test the networks on the

FT3D dataset.

The results are quantitatively given in Table 4. In

general, the networks with the attentional fusion result

in improved performance than simple fusion methods,

for both stereo matching and dehazing. The model with

the gated fusion results in the best performance, except

the SSIM measure for the dehazed image Ĵ, which is the

highest in the model with the product fusion. The gated

fusion module takes account of the stereo, transmission

features and input image together and results in effec-

tive feature fusion to generate improved result. In the

remaining of the paper, we use the joint network with

the gated fusion and refer it as ours.

5.3 Comparison with state-of-the-arts

In this section, we compare the proposed method with

the state-of-the-art stereo, dehazing, and stereo-dehazing

methods. For stereo matching, we compare the follow-

ing stereo matching algorithms: MCCNN (Zbontar and

Lecun, 2016), and pyramid stereo matching network

(PSM) (Chang and Chen, 2018). For dehazing algo-

rithms, we compare with MSCNN (Ren et al., 2016),

AOD-Net (Li et al., 2017), and DCPDN (Zhang and

Patel, 2018). In addition, we include the stereo match-

ing results of PSM, where the hazy images are first pro-

cessed by AOD-Net (AOD-PSM) and DCPDN (DCPDN-

PSM). For previous stereo-dehazing methods, we com-

pare with Caraffa and Tarel’s (SRCR) (2012), Li et al.’s

(VDSR) (2015), and our previous work (SDNet) (Song

et al., 2018).

Previous stereo-dehazing methods, SRCR and VDSR

require β and airlight A to be manually selected dur-

ing the process. We use the ground-truth β and A for
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Table 5 Quantitative results of stereo matching and dehazing on the FRIDA3 Dataset.

MCCNN PSM AOD-Net DCPDN AOD-PSM DCPDN-PSM SRCR VDSR SDNet Ours

Stereo 3PE-all 27.71 26.43 - - 17.36 18.43 15.44 13.52 12.42 11.81

Matching EPE 8.36 8.17 - - 6.26 6.78 4.53 4.49 4.23 4.17

Dehazing
PSNR - - 12.66 12.89 - - 14.35 15.03 15.72 16.59

SSIM - - 0.7328 0.7370 - - 0.8131 0.8251 0.8294 0.8387

Input PSM AOD-PSM DCPDN-
PSM

SRCR VDSR SDNet Ours

Fig. 8 Stereo matching results on the FRIDA3 dataset. The images are gamma-corrected for better visibility.

synthetically generated testing images. For learning-

based methods, we describe the training configurations

in each experiment.

5.3.1 Evaluation on synthetic scenarios

In this experiment, comparisons with previous meth-

ods are conducted on 21 testing images of the FRIDA3

dataset. All learning-based methods for stereo match-

ing, dehazing, and stereo-dehazing are trained using

same configurations as our method. We pre-train the

networks with the FT3D dataset, and fine-tune using

the training split of the FRIDA3 dataset. Note that

separate stereo matching algorithms take clear images

as inputs during the training.

Quantitative results are given in Table 5. Stereo

matching methods show limited performance under hazy

images and result in large error measures. The perfor-

mance is marginally improved when the methods are

applied to the dehazed images. Previous single image

dehazing methods show low PSNR and SSIM measures.

The stereo-dehazing methods result in better perfor-

mances both in stereo matching and dehazing compared

to independent methods. Our proposed method out-

performs all the other methods, including our previous

work, with the smallest errors for stereo matching and

the largest similarity measures for dehazing.

Fig. 8 provides the qualitative results of stereo match-

ing. PSM with hazy image fails to correctly estimate the

disparity for distant regions and object boundaries. Ap-

plying dehazing algorithms as pre-processing partially

improves the performance, but there still are large er-

rors due to the limited dehazing performance. While

previous stereo-dehazing methods produce plausible re-

sults, SRCR produces blocky artifacts and VDSR re-

sults in noisy estimation due to limited representation

of the hand-crafted features. SDNet generates accurate

disparity maps without noticeable errors or artifacts,

but results in blurry edges for some regions since it

ineffectively fuses the depth cues with less spatial res-

olution. In contrast, our proposed network estimates

accurate and sharper disparity maps by effectively com-

bining complementary depth cues with rich spatial in-

formation.

Qualitative results for dehazed images are given in

Fig. 9. Note that the hazy images in the FRIDA3 dataset

contain thick haze with some areas are hard to restore.

MSCNN tends to darken the regions with unsaturated

color (road), and partially remove the haze for distant

objects. AOD-Net preserves the brightness of the ob-

jects with unsaturated color, but fails to successfully

remove the haze. DCPDN sometimes makes hazy re-

gions even brighter, decreasing visibility for distant ob-

jects. SRCR performs better dehazing, but results in

color distortion for some regions. VDSR removes the

haze without any noticeable artifact, but haze for dis-

tant objects is partially removed. SDNet successfully

removes haze for distant regions, but have some arti-

fact and make some regions dark (building, tree). With

the stereo depth cues effectively incorporated into the

process, our proposed method successfully removes haze
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Input MSCNN AOD-Net DCPDN SRCR VDSR SDNet Ours

Fig. 9 Dehazing results on the FRIDA3 dataset.

Input MSCNN DCPDN VDSR SDNet Ours

Fig. 10 Qualitative results of the estimated transmission maps FRIDA3 dataset.

and recovers clear images, without any noticeable visual

artifact.

We also qualitatively compare the estimated trans-

missions in Fig. 10. Note that the transmission is not

estimated in AOD-Net and SRCR. We can observe that

MSCNN severely underestimates the transmission for

the bright pixels (lane and crosswalks). With more global

context captured with larger receptive field and pyra-

mid pooling, DCPDN greatly reduces the ambiguity,

but still show erroneous estimations. Similarly, with less

error, VDSR still shows false estimation for some re-

gions. In contrast, with the stereo depth cues directly

incorporated, the joint architectures estimates trans-

mission that follows the actual depth ordering. In ad-

dition, the proposed network generates clearer edges at

depth discontinuities (between tree and building).

5.3.2 Evaluation on real-world datasets

In this section, we evaluate and compare the methods in

real-worlds scenarios (Menze and Geiger, 2015; Cordts

et al., 2016). First, we show the effectiveness of the pro-

posed self-supervised domain adaptation method. We

describe the process to determine the optimal τC used

in the confidence-guided stereo loss (12) and compare

the performances of the joint network with/without

adaptation on real-world scenarios. Then, we compare

the results of the adapted joint network with the state-

of-the-art methods.

Self-supervised domain adaptation

Considering the trade-off of label reliability and den-

sity with respect to τC, we first determine the optimal

Table 6 Performance of the baseline stereo matching net-
work trained with clear KITTI 2015 dataset using the confi-
dence guided loss (12) with different threshold τC.

τC 0 0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95 0.98 0.99

3PE-all 4.02 3.94 3.97 3.88 5.74 8.77 10.12
EPE 0.911 0.890 0.893 0.887 1.092 1.333 1.451

Table 7 The density of the reference disparity (in percent)
of different datasets with respect to τC.

τC 0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95 0.98 0.99

KITTI 2015 82.8 78.0 72.6 59.5 28.9 10.6
Cityscapes 81.3 76.8 70.5 54.6 27.9 9.0

value of τC that yields the best stereo matching result.

To this end, we train the confidence estimation network

for the reference disparity (Pang et al., 2017) with the

estimations from 50 images of the KITTI 2012 dataset

(Geiger et al., 2012). We then obtain the confidence

maps for the reference disparity of the KITTI 2015

dataset (Menze and Geiger, 2015). Different datasets

are used for a better generalization of the confidence

estimation network. Then, we train our baseline stereo

matching network with the clear images, reference dis-

parities, and the confidence measures using the confi-

dence guided loss (12). We measure the 3PE and EPE

errors using the provided sparse LiDAR ground-truth,

and determine the optimal value for τC.

Quantitative results of stereo matching with respect

to different values of τC are presented in Table 6. The

column for τC = 0 shows the result when the network
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Input Without adaptation With adaptation

Fig. 11 Stereo matching results of the joint network without and with adaptation process on the KITTI 2015 (top) and the
Cityscapes (bottom) dataset.

Input Without adaptation With adaptation

Fig. 12 Dehazing results of the joint network without and with adaptation process on the KITTI 2015 (top) and the
Cityscapes (bottom) dataset.

is fine-tuned directly with the reference disparity with-

out the confidence guided loss. In the case, all the ref-

erence disparity estimations, including erroneous ones,

are transferred to the target network. When τC is set

too high (≥ 0.95), the error increases as the label den-

sity becomes insufficient for training. With τC in lower

range ∈ [0.80, 0.90], better performance was achieved.

We empirically select the optimal τC = 0.90, which

yields the best result. We address that a proper value of

τC prevents the erroneous disparities to be transferred

while maintaining sufficient label density for training of

the target network.

We also measure the average density of the refer-

ence disparity in the training split with respect to τC,

presented in Table. 7. Here, we assume that the stereo

matching results are more dependent on the label den-

sity rather than the absolute value of τC. The selected

value τC = 0.90 results in approximately 70% density

for both the KITTI 2015 (Menze and Geiger, 2015) and

Cityscapes (Cordts et al., 2016) datasets. Thus, we use

τC = 0.90 for both datasets when fine-tuning the joint

network.

Finally, we compare the stereo matching and dehaz-

ing performances of the joint network with and with-

out adaptation, where the network without adaptation

Table 8 Stereo matching and dehazing performance of net-
works with and without adaptation on real-world datasets.

Dataset Adaptation
Stereo matching Dehazing

3PE-all EPE PSNR SSIM

KITTI 2015
No 19.18 2.972 18.46 0.791
Yes 10.81 1.231 23.02 0.853

Cityscapes
No - - 18.75 0.803
Yes - - 23.72 0.876

is trained with the Driving dataset. Quantitative re-

sults are given in Table. 8. For both stereo matching

and dehazing, the network without adaptation process

shows degraded performance compared to the adapted

network. Qualitative results are given in Fig. 11 and

Fig. 12. The network without adaptation generates er-

roneous estimations and artifacts. After the adaptation

process, the network outputs accurate and smooth dis-

parity maps without noticeable artifact. For dehazing,

the network without adaptation either fails to com-

pletely remove have or makes the images too dark. How-

ever, with the proposed adaptation process, the network

estimates dehazed images that are visually pleasant.
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Input AOD-PSM DCPDN-PSM SRCR VDSR Ours

Fig. 13 Qualitative results of stereo matching on the KITTI 2015 (first and second rows) and the Cityscapes (third and
fourth rows) dataset.

Comparison with the state-of-the-arts

We conduct comparisons of the proposed method with

the state-of-the-art algorithms. All the previous learning-

based methods are first pre-trained with the FT3D dataset.

The dehazing methods are fine-tuned with same datasets

as ours. The stereo matching methods are fine-tuned on

the KITTI 2015 dataset with clear images and LiDAR

ground-truths. As the Cityscapes dataset does not pro-

vide ground-truth disparity, the previous methods are

not fine-tuned and use network parameters fine-tuned

with the KITTI 2015 for testing. We fine-tune our pro-

posed network on each dataset using the adaptation

approach described in Section 4.4, and previously de-

termined τC on each dataset.

We present quantitative evaluations for stereo match-

ing on the KITTI 2015 dataset in Table 9. The stereo

matching methods show severely degraded performance

under hazy images, especially for distant regions (3PE-

bg). Applying the dehazing algorithms (AOD and DCPDN)

as pre-processing to PSM marginally improves the per-

formance. Stereo-dehazing methods show better perfor-

mance in general, since they incorporate the haze trans-

mission as additional depth cue for the stereo match-

ing. Our proposed method outperforms previous meth-

ods with smallest errors, with effectively fused depth

cues from the haze transmission. Qualitative results

are presented in Fig. 13. PSM applied on the dehazed

images show compatible results on the KITTI 2015

dataset, but it generates erroneous disparities at the

object boundaries (tree and pole). Since PSM is not

trained on the Cityscapes dataset due to the absence

of the ground-truth, it shows degraded performance.

SRCR and VDSR estimates more accurate disparity,

but generate blocky and noisy disparities. Also, they

generate large errors at the object boundaries with oc-

clusions. Compared to the previous methods, the pro-

posed method estimate smooth disparity maps without

artifact on both datasets.

Table 9 Quantitative results for stereo matching on the
KITTI 2015 dataset.

Method 3PE-fg 3PE-bg 3PE-all EPE

MCCNN 14.36 26.42 23.15 3.361
PSM 12.72 24.90 20.25 3.016

AOD-PSM 10.31 23.71 18.26 2.621
DCPDN-PSM 10.64 24.27 18.74 2.864

SRCR 15.13 19.23 17.92 2.480
VDSR 12.32 16.78 14.16 1.972
SDNet 10.64 14.72 13.42 1.727
Ours 8.80 13.32 10.81 1.231

Table 10 Dehazing results on the real-world datasets.

Dataset Method
Image, Ĵ Trans., T̂

PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM

KITTI 2015

MSCNN 17.68 0.753 12.82 0.720
AOD-Net 17.82 0.760 - -
DCPDN 19.72 0.809 21.72 0.803
SRCR 14.82 0.793 - -
VDSR 18.94 0.814 24.34 0.842
SDNet 22.66 0.846 26.23 0.874
Ours 23.02 0.853 26.97 0.890

Cityscapes

MSCNN 17.08 0.758 14.32 0.797
AOD-Net 17.46 0.784 - -
DCPDN 21.81 0.814 22.41 0.822
SRCR 16.21 0.782 - -
VDSR 20.31 0.812 25.12 0.883
SDNet 23.07 0.852 26.61 0.890
Ours 23.72 0.876 27.41 0.914

We present quantitative results for dehazing and

transmission estimation in Table. 10. We observe that

the proposed method results in best performance for the

dehazed image and transmission. Qualitative results for

dehazed images and estimated transmissions are pre-

sented in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15, respectively. AOD-Net

removes the haze very partially and leave the most im-

age regions hazy. DCPDN performs better dehazing in

overall, but often results in overly dark, or bright images
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Input AOD-Net DCPDN SRCR VDSR Ours

Fig. 14 Qualitative results for the dehazed images on the KITTI 2015 (first to third rows) and Cityscapes (fourth to sixth
rows) dataset.

Input Hazy MSCNN DCPDN VDSR Ours

Fig. 15 Comparison of the estimated transmission on the KITTI 2015 (top) and the Cityscapes (bottom) datasets.

due to false estimation of transmission and airlight. The

results of SRCR varies drastically between the testing

images and often presents severe color distortion due to

independent processing on each color channel. VDSR

results in image regions that are too dark or bright
mainly caused by false estimation of the airlight relying

on a heuristic method. The proposed method gener-

ates plausible dehazed images without severe artifact

from accurately estimated transmission and airlight,

even though it does not completely remove very thick

haze,. The transmission maps estimated by MSCNN are

substantially degraded due to the airlight-albedo ambi-

guity. The ambiguity is greatly reduced by DCPDN and

VDSR, but not fully resolved. In contrast, our method

estimates smooth and accurate transmission maps with

the actual depth ordering since the stereo depth cue is

directly incorporated in the estimation process.

Finally, we apply the stereo-dehazing methods on

the camera-captured hazy stereo images (image cour-

tesy of Caraffa and Tarel (2012)) and present quali-

tative results in Fig. 16. We empirically find β that

yields the best results for SRCR and VDSR. We use

our proposed network (i) trained with FT3D dataset

(Ours-FT3D); and (ii) adapted with Cityscapes dataset

(Ours-CS). SRCR and VDRS estimate disparity maps

with blocky artifacts or noise, and dehazed images with

color distortion and over-darkened regions due to lim-

ited representativity of the hand-crafted features and

false airlight estimations relying on a heuristic method.

The results in Fig. 16 shows that Ours-FT3D fails to

successfully estimate the disparity or clear image due to

the large domain gap between training (FT3D) and test

datasets. On the other hand, with substantially small

domain gap between the Cityscapes dataset and the test

images, Ours-CS generates much plausible results with-

out severe artifacts, demonstrating the effectiveness of

our adaptation method for real-world applications.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a joint framework for learning

stereo matching and dehazing simultaneously. Based on

a strong motivation of complementary nature of depth

cue acquisition in stereo matching and haze transmis-

sion, we design a network architecture that directly

fuses the two depth cues. With an attentional feature

fusion technique, the network fuses the depth cues ef-

fectively and produces stronger results. We further pro-
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Inputs SRCR VDSR Ours-FT3D Ours-CS

Fig. 16 Qualitative results of stereo-dehazing methods on camera-captured hazy stereo images. (first and third rows) Input
left image and estimated disparity maps. (second and fourth rows) Input right image and dehazed images.

pose novel hazy image model loss that enforces the es-

timated transmission and the airlight to be consistent

with the hazy image formation model and results in im-

proved dehazing performance. We also propose a self-

supervised knowledge distillation framework to adapt

our method to real-world stereo datasets without dense

ground-truth disparity maps. As a result, our method

estimates high-quality disparity maps in scattering me-

dia and produces dehazed images with enhanced visibil-

ity. Experiments on synthetic and real-world datasets

demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed methods

of the joint framework and the self-supervised adapta-

tion method.
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